Protocol: changing the filters of the mask of the Air-Wave.org
Air
Protector-- May 2020

Protocol: changing the filters of the mask of the Air
Air-Wave.org
Wave.org Protector
Replacing the filtersof the Seahorse (on top of the mask) and Trumpet (bottom of the mask).
Removing the used filters and replacing them with the new filters.

Points of attention:
●

●
●
●
●

The filters of the Seahorse and Trumpet need replacement;
- Every 7 days
- With (visible) damage to the filter
- With visible contamination of the filter
filter.
The used filters must be disposed in a designated waste bin
bin, in accordance with the
applicable guidelines of the organization.
Do not allow used filters to come into contact with you
yourr face, clothing or surroundings.
surroundings
When replacing used filters with a new filter, wear protective clothing: gloves, face mask,
and a long-sleeve
sleeve apron with cuff.
In this protocol, we assume that the Air
Air-Wave.org
Wave.org Protector is clean and disinfected after
use.
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Protocol: changing the filters of the mask of the Air-Wave.org
Protector-- May 2020

Materials:












Alcohol hand sanitizer
Non sterile gloves
Mouth mask
Apron with collar
Air-Wave.org Protector
New M5 Bottom filter
New E11 Bottom filter
Number of non-sterile gauze 10x10
Alcohol 70%
Special waste container for the disposal of the old filter
Equipment for household cleaning of the worktop

Method:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Apply hand hygiene.
Clean the worktop and disinfect with alcohol.
Place all essentials close at hand
Check the packaging of the M5 and E11 bottom filter and the E11 top filter for the following:
- That the packaging is closed and dry
- Expiry date
- Correct type andsize filters
Place the mask of the Air-Wave.org Protector on the work surface.
Put on the protective clothing. Put on the apron, put the gloves over it and pull it over the
edge of the apron. Applythemouthmask.
Remove the Seahorse cover from the Seahorse.
Remove the E11 top filter from the Seahorse and throw it directly into the waste bin.
Remove the Trumpet cover from the Trumpet.
Remove the M5 and E11 filter from the Trumpet and throw it directly into the waste bin.
Disinfect Seahorse, Seahorse lid, Trumpet and Trumpet lid with 70% alcohol and allow to air
dry.
Take off your gloves, take off the apron and take off the mouth mask and throw it in the
waste bin. (make sure not to touch the mask but only the loops)
Apply hand hygiene.
Open the packaging of the E11 top filter.
Install the new E11 top filter in the Seahorse
Attach the Seahorse lid to the Seahorse. Make sure that these connect well, there should be
a click. Check that there are no pieces of filter sticking out.
Open the package of the M5 filter and the E11 bottom filter.
Insert the new E11 bottom filter into the Trumpet.
Place the M5 bottom filter on top of the E11 filter.
Attach the Trumpet lid to the Trumpet. Make sure the Trumpet lid and the Trumpetconnect
well. Check that there are no pieces of filter sticking out.
Apply hand hygiene.
Clean up materials.
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